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Abstract

Multilinear models are widely used to represent the sta-

tistical variations of 3D human faces as they decouple

shape changes due to identity and expression. Existing

methods to learn a multilinear face model degrade if not

every person is captured in every expression, if face scans

are noisy or partially occluded, if expressions are erro-

neously labeled, or if the vertex correspondence is inaccu-

rate. These limitations impose requirements on the train-

ing data that disqualify large amounts of available 3D

face data from being usable to learn a multilinear model.

To overcome this, we introduce the first framework to ro-

bustly learn a multilinear model from 3D face databases

with missing data, corrupt data, wrong semantic correspon-

dence, and inaccurate vertex correspondence. To achieve

this robustness to erroneous training data, our framework

jointly learns a multilinear model and fixes the data. We

evaluate our framework on two publicly available 3D face

databases, and show that our framework achieves a data

completion accuracy that is comparable to state-of-the-art

tensor completion methods. Our method reconstructs cor-

rupt data more accurately than state-of-the-art methods,

and improves the quality of the learned model significantly

for erroneously labeled expressions.

1. Introduction

The human face plays an essential role in all kinds of so-

cial interactions as it provides a rich source of nonverbal

communication. Within the last 20 years there has been

a great increase in investigating the facial shape with its

richness of variations within multiple fields ranging from

computer vision and graphics to psychology, medicine and

ergonomics. Depending on the application this requires

a model that precisely describes the facial variations and

achieves a high level of realism.

The facial shape is highly variable as it is affected by e.g.
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ethnicity, sex, age or facial expression. This makes it diffi-

cult to model the human face by hand; instead data driven

methods are applied to learn a model. For 3D facial shape,

data driven methods are supported by the increasing number

of publicly available 3D face databases that were acquired

within the last decade (e.g. [35, 31]).

Multilinear models are widely used to represent the sta-

tistical variations of 3D faces as they successfully decouple

shape changes due to identity and expression (e.g. [33, 14,

34]). We focus on these two types of shape changes here,

but multilinear models allow other factors to be included.

To compute statistics of a class of shapes requires all

shapes to be in correspondence [15, Chapter 1]. Multilinear

models further require the full Cartesian product of all facial

attributes (i.e. all identities need to be present in all expres-

sions), and for the data to be in semantic correspondence

specified by labels for the different expressions. While mul-

tilinear face models have been shown to be a powerful tool,

acquiring a 3D face database that suits the needs of a multi-

linear model is difficult.

There is a wealth of static 3D face data that has been cap-

tured, where problems in a small percentage of the data pre-

vent learning an effective multilinear model. For instance,

the Bosphorus database [31] would allow to learn informa-

tion on action units, but not every person was captured in

every action unit and some scans are corrupt. New tools are

needed to leverage such data.

In particular, tools are needed to cope with missing data,

corrupt data, or wrong semantic correspondences. Missing

data occur if not all available identities are present in all ex-

pressions, i.e. some identities are only captured in a subset

of the expressions. Missing data are caused if some subjects

are unable to perform certain expressions spontaneously, or

if an existing database should be extended by additional ex-

pressions with some subjects being unavailable for further

scanning. Corrupt data arise if the facial geometry is noisy

or partially occluded. If the data are corrupt, frequently used

registration methods (e.g. [29, 27, 17]) fail, and establish-

ing a full vertex correspondence without prior knowledge

becomes infeasible. Wrong semantic correspondences arise

if a subject has difficulties in performing specific expres-
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sions correctly and mixes up certain expressions, or due to

erroneous classifications of the performed expressions.

Overall, building a multilinear model is a chicken-and-

egg problem. Given a multilinear face model, it is able to

complete missing data (e.g. [11]), reconstruct corrupt data

(e.g. [6]), or label expressions (e.g. [27]), all of which is

necessary to build up a database that fulfills the needs of a

multilinear model. This motivates us to formulate the mul-

tilinear model learning as a groupwise optimization frame-

work that aims to learn a multilinear face model while at the

same time correcting the data.

In this work we introduce the first groupwise robust mul-

tilinear model (RMM) learning framework that is robust to

missing data, corrupt data caused by noise and partial oc-

clusions, wrong semantic correspondence, and inaccurate

vertex correspondence caused by drift within the surface.

The novelties of our framework are

• a data completion technique with similar performance

as state-of-the-art tensor completion methods

• a data reconstruction technique of corrupt data that

outperforms the state-of-the-art, and

• a re-labeling technique to improve semantic corre-

spondence.

2. Related work

Multilinear face models: Multilinear face models have

been used in a variety of applications. Vlasic et al. [33]

and Dale et al. [14] use a multilinear face model to recon-

struct 3D faces from 2D video and to transfer expressions

between 2D videos. Mpiperis et al. [27] use the model

for identity and expression recognition of 3D face scans.

Yang et al. [34] and Bolkart and Wuhrer [3] exploit the de-

coupling of identity and expression variations to obtain a

compact representation for facial motion sequences. Cao et

al. [11] generate user specific blendshapes that are used to

track the facial performance in 2D videos. Brunton et al. [6]

use multiple localized multilinear models to reconstruct 3D

faces from noisy and partially occluded face scans.

To learn a multilinear face model, all these methods re-

quire a fully registered face database where each identity

is present in each expression, and the expressions are cor-

rectly labeled. To complete missing data, Vlasic et al. [33]

fill in missing data in a preprocessing step. None of these

methods aim to learn a multilinear face model while at the

same time correcting and completing the data.

Completing missing data: To estimate missing data, ma-

trix factorization and low rank methods have been proposed.

Tipping and Bishop [32] introduce a probabilistic principal

component analysis (PCA) that jointly learns a PCA model

and completes missing data. Candes et al. [10] use a convex

rank approximation to complete matrices with missing data.

With further sparsity constraints, this convex matrix rank

approximation forms a robust PCA approach [9] that allows

to learn a PCA model from missing and noisy data. Liu et

al. [26] extend the matrix rank approximation to tensors and

propose the algorithm HaLRTC that is a state-of-the-art al-

gorithm to complete missing data in tensors of 2D images.

Chen et al. [13] use a similar approach that imposes rank

constraints on the factor matrices of the tensor to complete

2D image tensors. Zhang et al. [36] complete 2D image

tensors in the Fourier domain; hence this algorithm is not

directly applicable to 3D data.

In contrast to these methods, RMM is more general as

it further handles erroneous vertex correspondence, corrupt

data, and wrong semantic correspondences in one common

framework.

Once a good face model is given, e.g. a multilinear model

learned from training data, it can synthesize new faces to

complete missing data. For instance, Cao et al. [11] com-

plete expressions by synthesizing user specific blendshapes.

This method requires an initially registered database with

each identity present in each expression.

Cleaning corrupt data: Parametric models such as blend-

shape models [23], morphable models [2] or multilinear

models have been shown to be robust to noise and partial

occlusions, and hence can be used to clean up corrupt data.

Li et al. [24] use a blendshape model to reconstruct facial

performance from noisy RGBD data. Hsieh et al. [19] use

personalized blendshapes for RGBD tracking that is robust

to various partial occlusions and noise. Blanz et al. [1] use a

PCA model to reconstruct faces from potentially noisy face

scans. Brunton et al. [7] give a comprehensive overview of

statistical face models and shows their ability to reconstruct

noisy and partially occluded data. Further, Brunton et al. [6]

show that global and localized multilinear face models are

able to reconstruct noisy and partially occluded data.

All these parametric models are robust to corrupt data

due to their prior knowledge of the possible variations. But

all these models require data for training or manually de-

signed basis deformations. In contrast to RMM, none of

these methods aim to learn a statistical model while at the

same time correcting corrupt data.

Semantic correspondence optimization: Expression

recognition methods can be applied to classify expressions

and then exchange the labels accordingly. For a comprehen-

sive overview of expression recognition methods, we refer

to the survey by Sandbach et al. [30]. Note that once a

multilinear face model is learned, it can be used to classify

facial expressions [27]. Expression recognition methods re-

quire prior knowledge of the expression classes to classify

expressions into a correctly labeled expression set. To run

standard expression recognition methods for semantic cor-

respondence optimization would therefore require a manual

selection of a correctly labeled subset. RMM in contrast

fully automatically adjusts the expression labeling with a
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groupwise optimization.

Groupwise optimization: RMM is related to methods that

jointly learn a model and compute correspondence in a

groupwise fashion. Kotcheff and Taylor [21] and Davies et

al. [15] jointly learn a linear model and optimize vertex cor-

respondence between 3D surfaces. Burghard et al. [8] use

a part-based linear model for the correspondence optimiza-

tion. Chen et al. [12] use a kernel PCA to model the data

and the correspondences therein nonlinearly. Hirshberg et

al. [18] jointly learn a model and optimize correspondence

for human bodies with a skeleton-based approach. Bolkart

and Wuhrer [4] use a multilinear correspondence optimiza-

tion method that results in better vertex correspondences

and is computationally more efficient than linear methods.

Inspired by this, we demonstrate that a groupwise multi-

linear model optimization framework can be employed to

complete missing data, clean up corrupt data, and correct

wrong semantic correspondences.

3. Multilinear face model

This section introduces the multilinear model applied to
a database of registered and rigidly aligned 3D faces of
d2 identities performing d3 expressions each. Let x =

(x1, y1, z1, · · · , xn, yn, zn)
T

denote one face with n ver-
tices (x1, y1, z1), and let X ∈ R

d1×d2×d3 denote a three
dimensional array, also called 3-mode tensor. Here, each
mode describes one axis of the tensor. We center each xi
by subtracting the mean x = 1

d2d3

∑d2d3

i=1 xi over all shapes

and arrange the centered data in X such that the coordinates
of each xi align with the first mode. Based on the semantic
correspondence, the different identities are associated with
the second mode of X , and the different expressions with
the third mode. A higher order singular value decomposi-
tion (HOSVD) [22] decomposes X into a multilinear model
tensor M ∈ R

3n×m2×m3 and orthogonal factor matrices
U2 ∈ R

d2×m2 and U3 ∈ R
d3×m3 as

X = M×2 U2 ×3 U3, (1)

where M×n Un denotes the n-th mode product of tensor

M and a matrix Un that replaces each vector v ∈ R
mn

in M aligned with the n-th mode by Unv. To compute

Un, HOSVD unfolds X along the n-th mode to a ma-

trix X(n) (the vectors of X aligned with the n-th mode

form the columns of X(n)) and matrix SVD is performed

as X(n) = UnSnVT
n , where Un ∈ R

dn×dn . The multilinear

model is then computed as M = X ×2 UT
2 ×3 UT

3 . Truncat-

ing columns of Un reduces the dimensionality of M, where

mn ≤ dn defines the number of remaining columns of Un.
The multilinear model allows to reconstruct a registered

3D face f ∈ R
3n given coefficients for identity w2 ∈ R

m2

and expression w3 ∈ R
m3 as

f = x +M×2 w
T
2 ×3 w

T
3 . (2)

Identity

Vertices

Expression

RMM

Training data

Identity Expression

Multilinear model

Figure 1. Overview of our robust multilinear model (RMM) learn-

ing framework that is robust to missing data (purple), corrupt data

(brown), wrong semantic correspondence (green), and inaccurate

vertex correspondence (gray).

4. Robust multilinear model learning

This section describes our RMM framework as outlined

in Figure 1 that is robust to missing data, corrupt data,

wrong semantic correspondence and erroneous vertex cor-

respondence. To achieve this robustness to erroneous train-

ing data, RMM jointly learns a multilinear model and cor-

rects the data. First, we describe the groupwise multilinear

objective function that minimizes multilinear compactness.

Second, we describe how to optimize the objective function

to complete and clean up an incomplete database and im-

prove wrong semantic correspondence that allows to build

a multilinear model using Eq. 1.

4.1. Multilinear objective function

Our objective function consists of a compactness energy
EC , a data energy ED, and a regularization energy Eµ

R as

E(X , wD, wR, µ) = EC + wDED + wRE
µ
R, (3)

where the weights wD and wR control the influence of the

data and regularization terms, respectively. The parameter

µ specifies the influence of the regularization target. We

now describe all terms in more detail.
Compactness: The recently introduced multilinear com-
pactness term [4] aims to minimize the mode-ranks of X
by minimizing the ranks of X(2) and X(3). Minimizing EC

implicitly favors compact multilinear models as

EC =
1

d2
ln(det(D2 + δ2Id2)) +

1

d3
ln(det(D3 + δ3Id3)), (4)

where D2 = 1
d3

X(2)X
T
(2) and D3 = 1

d2

X(3)X
T
(3) are the

mode-2 and mode-3 covariance matrices, and Idi
∈ R

di×di

is the identity matrix. The small regularization constant

δn avoids singularities of EC for mode covariance matrices

without full rank.
Data: The data term measures the distance of a corrupt
shape x in X (aligned with the first mode of X ) to a cor-
responding unregistered face scan s. The data energy is

ED =
1

n

n∑

k=1

min(‖vk(x)− nnk‖
2
, ρ), (5)
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where nnk denotes the nearest neighbor of vk(x) in s com-

puted by a point-to-plane distance measure, and ρ is a trun-

cation threshold to be robust to outliers.
Regularization: The regularization term for each shape x
in X is a bi-Laplacian of the form

E
µ
R =

1

n

n∑

k=1

∥∥U2(vk(x))− µU
2(vk(x̃))

∥∥2
, (6)

where vk(x) and vk(x̃) denote the k-th vertex of shape x
and the fixed reference shape x̃, respectively. The energy
Eµ

R measures the deformation energy of x relative to x̃. The
parameter µ ∈ [0, 1] controls the regularization influence of
x̃. Minimizing Eµ

R forces x to be locally smooth, and the

local geometry of x to be similar to x̃. The operator U2(p)
approximates the discrete bi-Laplacian [20] as

U
2(p) =

1

|N(p)|

∑

pr∈N(p)

U(pr)− U(p), (7)

where N(p) denotes the set of neighbors of vertex p within

the mesh, and U(p) = 1
|N(p)|

∑
p
r
∈N(p) pr − p.

4.2. Optimization

RMM minimizes E (Eq. 3) to jointly learn a compact

multilinear model, complete and clean up an incomplete

database, and improve semantic correspondence, as out-

lined in Algorithm 1. The input of RMM is a set of

k ≤ d2d3 shapes ΩX = {xie} with i ∈ {1, · · · , d2} and

e ∈ {1, · · · , d3}. All shapes in ΩX are required to be in

full per-vertex correspondence that is possibly inaccurate

due to drift. The remaining d2d3 − k shapes xie /∈ ΩX

are either corrupt or missing. In contrast to the registered

shapes (in ΩX ), for corrupt shapes only partial, possibly

noisy data are available that cannot be registered easily. For

each corrupt xie, we require as input an unregistered face

scan sie ∈ ΩS that is rigidly aligned with the xie ∈ ΩX .

The indices (ie) of xie ∈ ΩX and sie ∈ ΩS define the

initial semantic correspondence. For the remaining shapes

(not given in ΩX∪ΩS) no further information are provided.

These shapes are called missing shapes.

After initialization, RMM first optimizes the semantic

correspondence as described in Alg. 2. Then, RMM opti-

mizes E for each shape in X individually. That is, each

iteration of the optimization processes all shapes of the

database in random order to avoid bias towards specific

shapes [15, Chapter 7.1.1]. This shape-wise optimization

of E allows to independently handle missing data, cor-

rupt data, and inaccurate vertex correspondence as shown

in Alg. 1. Finally, the multilinear model M is built from X
after all shapes in X are fixed.

Initialization: For each registered shape xie ∈ ΩX a thin-

plate spline [16] defines a continuous mapping from 2D pa-

rameter space to the surface of xie. The thin-plate spline

is computed from a discrete mapping between parameters

Algorithm 1: RMM

Data: ΩX ; ΩS

Result: M
1 Initialization;

2 for M iterations do

/* Opt. semantic corr. (Alg. 2) */

3 min
π

E(X , 0, 0, 0)

/* Shape-wise optimization */

4 for each shape do

5 if x is missing then

/* Estimate missing shape */

6 min
x

E(X , 0, wR, 1)

7 else if x is corrupt then

/* Reconstruct corrupt shape */

8 min
x

E(X , wD, wR, 1)

9 else

/* Vertex corr. opt. */

10 Φ(min
α

E(X , 0, wR, 0))

11 end

12 end

13 end

14 Compute M (Eq. 1)

Algorithm 2: Semantic correspondence opt.

Data: X ; threshold τ

Result: X relabeled

1 for each identity i do

2 τi = τ

3 πi := {πi(1), . . . , πi(d3)} = {1, . . . , d3}
4 πbest = πi; Ebest = Ei = E(X , 0, 0, 0)
5 for Nt iterations do

6 for Ns iterations do

7 Locally change πi randomly to π∗

8 X ∗ = X
9 x∗

ie = xiπ∗(e) ∀e ∈ {1, . . . , d3}
10 E∗ = E(X ∗, 0, 0, 0)
11 if E∗ < Ei + τi then

12 πi = π∗; Ei = E∗

13 end

14 if E∗ < Ebest then

15 πbest = π∗; Ebest = E∗

16 end

17 end

18 τi = 0.5 · τi
19 end

20 xie = xiπbest(e) ∀e ∈ {1, . . . , d3}

21 end

αk ∈ R
2 and vertices vk(xie) of xie [4]. Let Φie(α) = xie

denote the mapping of α = (α1, . . . ,αn)
T to xie.

Each missing and corrupt shape xie /∈ ΩX is ini-
tialized by the mean over the registered shapes of the
same identity i and expression e. Specifically, let
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Ωi := {xie|∀e ∈ {1, . . . , d3} : xie ∈ ΩX} and Ωe :=
{xie|∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d2} : xie ∈ ΩX} denote the set of regis-
tered shapes of identity i, and expression e, respectively.
The shape xie is initialized as

xie = 0.5


 1

|Ωi|

∑

x∈Ωi

x +
1

|Ωe|

∑

x∈Ωe

x


 , (8)

where |Ωi| and |Ωe| denote the cardinality of Ωi and Ωe,

respectively. We call this initialization technique averaging

scheme (AVS) in the following. We use the result of AVS

as reference shape x̃ in ER.

Semantic correspondence optimization: To optimize se-

mantic correspondence, RMM minimizes E(X , 0, 0, 0) =
EC . As joint optimization of the semantic correspondence

over all data is infeasible, we optimize E for each identity

individually. Note that as for the shape-wise optimization,

E still depends on all shapes, and hence the method remains

a groupwise optimization. To avoid any bias towards spe-

cific identities, the order of the processed identities in each

iteration is chosen randomly.

For each identity i we search for the permutation πi =
{πi(1), . . . , πi(d3)} with πi(e) ∈ {1, . . . , d3} of the ex-

pressions of i that minimizes E. Note that πi only changes

the labeling of the expressions for each identity; the geom-

etry of the shapes remains unchanged. Due to the domain

of πi, this is an integer problem.

Integer problems are often solved by discretization, i.e.

instead of the integer problem π ⊆ Z a discretized problem

π ⊆ R is optimized. The optimization of the discretization

of E with a local method such as L-BFGS like in the other

RMM optimization steps fails due to many local minima.

Instead, we directly solve the integer problem. We op-

timize E with a threshold accepting (TA) method [28] as

outlined in Algorithm 2. Given an initial threshold τ , the

iteratively decreasing τ equates to the cooling schedule of

simulated annealing. TA uses two iterations, one to lower

the threshold, and one for optimization for a certain thresh-

old. TA stores the minimum Ebest of E together with the

corresponding best permutation πbest. In one optimization

iteration, πi is randomly altered to π∗ by permuting 10% of

the elements of πi, the expressions of i in X are permuted

accordingly to X ∗, and E is evaluated for X ∗. Depending

on τi, π
∗ is used as starting point for the next iteration. If

a new minimum is found, Ebest and πbest are updated. Fi-

nally, the expressions of i in X are permuted by πbest. The

threshold τ can be chosen automatically.

Vertex correspondence optimization: To optimize the

vertex correspondence of xie ∈ ΩX , RMM minimizes

E(X , 0, wR, 0) = EC +wRE
0
R by reparametrizing xie [4].

As the energy E is analytically differentiable with respect to

the parameters α of xie, E is minimized in parameter space

using L-BFGS [25]. The optimized shape xie is updated as

xie = Φie(α).

Missing data estimation: To estimate a missing shape,

RMM minimizes E(X , 0, wR, 1) = EC + wRE
1
R. In con-

trast to the vertex correspondence optimization, E is mini-

mized in Euclidean vertex space using L-BFGS rather than

in parameter space. That is, during optimization each vertex

of the missing shape moves in R
3 to minimize E. This is

required as the geometry of the missing shape is unknown.

Corrupt data estimation: To estimate the shape from

a corrupt face scan s ∈ ΩS , RMM minimizes

E(X , wD, wR, 1) = EC + wDED + wRE
1
R. To be ro-

bust to erroneous initial alignments, the alignment of s is

refined using an iterative closest point algorithm. As for

the missing data estimation, E is minimized in Euclidean

vertex space using L-BFGS.

5. Evaluation

This section evaluates the robustness of RMM to miss-

ing data, to corrupt data, and to wrong semantic correspon-

dence. The supplementary video shows further results.

Data: We evaluate RMM on two publicly available 3D face

databases, the BU-3DFE database [35] and the Bosphorus

database [31]. The BU-3DFE database contains scans of

100 identities each in neutral expression and the six pro-

totypic expressions anger, disgust, happiness, sadness and

surprise. The Bosphorus database contains scans of 105

identities in up to 35 expressions, 4 variants of facial occlu-

sions, and up to 13 head poses. Both databases are initially

registered with an automatic template fitting method [29]

that uses the landmarks provided with the databases.

For BU-3DFE we randomly choose 50 identities and use

7 expressions, the neutral expression and the highest level

of each prototypic expression. For Bosphorus we randomly

choose 30 identities and use 17 action units. We call these

subsets BU-3DFE set and Bosphorus set, respectively.

The robustness of RMM to missing data is evaluated on

the BU-3DFE set and the Bosphorus set, each with ran-

domly removed shapes. For evaluation, we use for both

datasets configurations with 1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, and 50%
of the shapes missing.

The robustness of RMM to corrupt data is evaluated on

the BU-3DFE set and the Bosphorus set, each with subsets

of corrupt data due to simulated and real partial occlusions.

While the BU-3DFE set is only corrupted by simulated oc-

clusions, the Bosphorus set contains noisy and partially oc-

cluded face scans, which we use to substitute the complete

scans in our experiments. The occlusions are selected to

affect the facial regions shown in the top row of Figure 4.

We use for both datasets configurations with 1%, 5%, 10%,

25%, and 50% of corrupt shapes during evaluation.

The robustness of RMM to wrong semantic correspon-

dence is evaluated on the BU-3DFE set and the Bosphorus

set, each with a subset of randomly generated erroneously

labeled expressions. To simulate erroneously labeled ex-
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GT AVS HaLRTC RMM
Figure 2. Comparison of robustness to missing data. From left

to right: Ground truth (GT). Averaging scheme (AVS). HaL-

RTC [26].

pressions, the wrong semantic correspondence subsets con-

sist of randomly chosen identities, where the expressions

are randomly permuted. We use for both datasets configura-

tions with randomly permuted expression labelings of 5%,

10%, 25%, 50%, and 100% of the identities.

Parameter settings: For all evaluations we fix all of the pa-

rameters heuristically. The parameters wD and wR (Eq. 3)

control the influence of the data and regularization terms,

respectively. We choose wD = 1e − 3 and wR = 20 to

reconstruct missing and corrupt data, and wR = 0.5 to op-

timize vertex correspondence. For databases that contain

less corrupt data than in our experiments, wD could be set

higher and wR could be set lower to allow the recovery of

more facial detail. The parameters δ2 and δ3 are used to

avoid singularities of EC (Eq. 4), and we choose them as

σ2 = σ3 = 0.01 as in previous work [4]. The parameter

ρ (Eq. 5) relates directly to the size of the face, and can be

fixed at 5 mm. The parameters M (Alg. 1), Nt, and Ns

(Alg. 2) control the number of iterations performed, and al-

low to tradeoff running time and accuracy. We choose them

as M = 15, Nt = 10, and Ns = 200.

Reproducibility: To facilitate the use of our framework on

new databases, we make our code available [5]. Further,

we publish a multilinear model learned using RMM from

the combination of all 100 identities in 7 expressions of the

BU-3DFE database and all 105 identities in 23 expressions

of the Bosphorus database. The different expression sets

of both databases and the missing shapes of the Bosphorus

database cause a large portion of the joint database to be

missing (2205 shapes of 4715 missing). RMM successfully

learns a model for these data by estimating the missing data.

5.1. Robustness to missing data

Objective function: To study the influence of ER on E
for missing data completion, we optimize E with (wD =
1e − 3) and without (wD = 0) regularization. During opti-

mization, each shape has only limited influence on E. We
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E
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Figure 3. Median error of HaLRTC [26] and AVS for different

missing data configurations compared to RMM. Left: BU-3DFE

set. Right: Bosphorus set.

Figure 4. Samples of corrupt data (top) and corresponding valid

regions (red) for each type of occlusion used for error measure

(bottom). Left: Simulated occlusions. Right: Real occlusions in

the Bosphorus database.

observed that the shape-wise optimization of EC overcom-

pensates for the limited influence of few shapes and may

produce unlikely shapes. The regularization successfully

prevents this overcompensation as it penalizes strong local

distortions.

Comparison: We compare RMM to the ground truth shape,

to AVS, and to the result of the state-of-the-art tensor com-

pletion method HaLRTC [26]. Figure 2 visually compares

the completed shapes. While HaLRTC and RMM result in

a better estimation of the missing shape than AVS, they

perform rather similarly. Figure 3 shows the median er-

ror, measured as the distance of all completed shapes to the

ground truth for all configurations. HaLRTC and RMM per-

form better than AVS if up to 10% of the data are missing.

While for the Bosphorus set RMM performs slightly better

than HaLRTC, both methods perform overall similar.

Summing up, given a dataset with missing data, RMM

reconstructs the missing data well.

5.2. Robustness to corrupt data

Objective function: To show the individual influence of

each term of E to reconstruct corrupt data, we optimize

E with different combinations of energy terms. Figure 5

visually compares the results for the different combina-

tions. The optimization of ED closely reconstructs s in non-

corrupt regions, but corrupt regions produce strong artifacts,

and the expressions are not always well reconstructed. The

optimization of EC + wDED reconstructs the shape and

the expression of s well in non-corrupt regions, and gives a
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a) b) c) d) e)
Figure 5. Influence of each term in E (Eq. 3) to reconstruct cor-

rupt data (10% corrupt). From left to right: a) Corrupt scan s.

Optimization of: b) ED . c) EC + wDED . d) wDED + wRER.

e) RMM. Top: BU-3DFE set. Bottom: Bosphorus set.

s HaLRTC + MM RMM
Figure 6. Comparison with combination of HaLRTC [26] and mul-

tilinear model (MM) [3] to reconstruct corrupt data (10% corrupt).

Top: BU-3DFE set. Bottom: Bosphorus set.
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Figure 7. Cumulative error of combination of HaLRTC [26] and

multilinear model [3] for 10% corrupt data compared to RMM.

Left: BU-3DFE set. Right: Bosphorus set.
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Figure 8. Median error of combination of HaLRTC [26] and multi-

linear model [3] for different corrupt data configurations compared

to RMM. Left: BU-3DFE set. Right: Bosphorus set.

reasonable prediction of the shape for corrupt regions, but

corrupt regions contain artifacts. Note that EC is unable

to regularize ED sufficiently as (even strong) local distor-

tions in the reconstruction only have a negligible influence

on EC . The optimization of wDED + wRER avoids the

artifacts in corrupt regions, but the facial expression is not

reconstructed well. The full optimization of E reconstructs

the facial expression well and is robust to corrupt data.

Comparison: As statistical face models are known to be

robust to partial occlusions and noise (e.g. [1, 7]), we com-

pare RMM to a multilinear model reconstruction of the cor-

rupt data. Since the multilinear face model requires a com-

plete data tensor for training, the data tensor is completed

using HaLRTC [26]. A multilinear face model is trained

that keeps 95% of the identity and expression variations on

the completed data, and all corrupt shapes of the dataset are

reconstructed. We call this combination of existing meth-

ods HaLRTC+MM in the following. In contrast to RMM,

HaLRTC+MM gets facial landmarks for fitting to initialize

the expression.

Figure 6 visually compares HaLRTC+MM and RMM for

10% corrupt data. While both methods are robust to corrupt

data, RMM better reconstructs the facial expression. Fur-

ther, RMM better reconstructs the facial shape, e.g. at the

nose. Since the distance-to-data measure is only a valid er-

ror measure in non-occluded regions, we define for each

type of occlusion a valid region as visualized in the bot-

tom of Figure 4. The error measure then only uses vertices

within the valid regions. Figure 7 shows the cumulative

error plots for both datasets with 10% corrupt data. For

both datasets RMM performs better than HaLRTC+MM.

For most other configurations RMM performs better than

HaLRTC+MM as shown in Figure 8. For the BU-3DFE set

with 50% corrupt data RMM reconstructs a few expressions

incorrectly due to the sparse sampling of the data, while

HaLRTC+MM better reconstructs the expression thanks to

the additionally provided landmarks. To reconstruct corrupt

data, RMM assumes AVS to give a reasonable initialization

of the expression of s as the iterative nearest neighbor terms

ED is known to only converge locally. This requires the ex-

pression of s to be similar to the expressions in ΩX . Using

landmarks for initialization could help RMM to reconstruct

extreme expressions more reliably.

Summing up, given a dataset with corrupt data, RMM

provides a reconstruction that preserves facial details while

being robust to partial occlusions and noise.

5.3. Robustness to wrong semantic correspondence

We evaluate the optimized semantic correspondence

with the measures compactness, generalization, and speci-

ficity [15, Chapter 9.2] that are widely used to quantify the

quality of statistical models.

Compactness measures the amount of variability the
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Figure 9. Comparison to ground truth (GT) for randomly permuted

labeling of 50% of the identities before (Init) and after optimiza-

tion (RMM). Left: Compactness. Middle: Generalization: Right:

Specificity. Top: BU-3DFE set. Bottom: Bosphorus set.

GT Init RMM
Figure 10. Expression variations of two expression components

(rows) for randomly permuted labeling of 50% of the identities

for the BU-3DFE set. The magnitude of the vertex displacement

is color coded from blue (zero) to red (maximum). Left: ground

truth (GT). Middle: Erroneously labeled data (Init). Right: RMM.
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Figure 11. Number of components needed to keep 90% of the data

variability before (Init) and after optimization (RMM). Left: BU-

3DFE set. Right: Bosphorus set.

model explains. A model with high compactness requires

fewer components to describe the same amount of variabil-

ity than a less compact model. The compactness for k com-

ponents is computed as C(k) =
∑

k

i=1
λi

∑
dn

i=1
λi

, where λi denotes

the i-th eigenvalue of D2 for identity mode, and D3 for ex-

pression mode, respectively.

Generalization measures the ability of a model to de-

scribe unseen data that are not part of the training. The

generalization error is computed with a leave-one-out re-

construction. For identity mode, all but one identity of the

training data are used to build a multilinear model and all

excluded shapes are then reconstructed. This is repeated for

all identities. The generalization error then measures the

average per-vertex errors of all reconstructions.

Specificity measures the ability of the model to only pro-

duce valid instances of the object class. To compute the

specificity error, we randomly choose 10000 samples from

identity and expression space, reconstruct each sample us-

ing Eq. 2, and measure for each reconstructed sample the

per-vertex distance to the closest training shape. The speci-

ficity error then measures the average error over all samples.

Figure 9 shows the influence of wrong semantic corre-

spondence on compactness, generalization and specificity

(identity mode) for BU-3DFE set (top) and the Bosphorus

set (bottom) for randomly distorted expression labelings of

50% of the identities. Compared to the ground truth (GT),

the model with wrong semantic correspondence (Init) is less

compact, less general, and more specific. After optimiza-

tion (RMM) the model becomes significantly more com-

pact, more general, and less specific, comparable to GT.

Hence, after optimizing the semantic correspondence, the

model requires less components to capture the same vari-

ability of the data.

When 50% of the data are permuted, to keep 90% of the

data variability before optimization, a total of 26 and 25
components are necessary for the BU-3DFE and Bospho-

rus sets, respectively, while after optimization 20 and 15
components suffice for the BU-3DFE and Bosphorus sets,

respectively. Figure 10 shows the variations of two expres-

sion components. The variations of the model increase sig-

nificantly after optimization. For the other configurations

RMM also gives significant improvements (see Figure 11).

Summing up, given a dataset with wrong semantic cor-

respondence, RMM improves the semantic correspondence,

and results in a more compact model.

6. Conclusion

We have presented the first groupwise multilinear model

learning framework that is robust to missing data, corrupt

data, wrong semantic correspondence, and inaccurate ver-

tex correspondence. This allows to build highly accurate

multilinear face models from existing 3D face databases.

We have evaluated our framework on two databases with

multiple levels of missing data, corrupt data caused by noise

and partial occlusions, and erroneously labeled expressions.

We have shown that our framework completes data compa-

rable to state-of-the-art tensor completion methods, that it

reconstructs corrupt data better than state-of-the-art meth-

ods, and that the quality of the learned model increases sig-

nificantly for erroneously labeled expressions.
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